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Second Annual Learning Mentor Conference with Jenny Mosley 
 

Target audience 

All existing or aspiring Learning Mentors and those with an interest in 

their role.  

 

Description 

Building on the success of our first conference with Vic Goddard 

(Principal of Passmores Academy, Harlow and star of Educating Essex) 

we are delighted to welcome Jenny Mosley as our Keynote Speaker for the 

2014 conference. 

  

Aims 

As well as listening to Jenny’s motivational speech course delegates will have the opportunity to select from a 

menu of workshops to suit individual needs and there will be opportunities to network with colleagues in similar 

roles.  

 

Approach 
Keeping Our Spirits High – A Keynote Presentation for Learning Mentors 

The key to releasing ‘excellence’ in others lies in your own positive energy.  If you can ‘be the change you want to 

see’ (Ghandi) then you can inspire others.  However life is complex and the bridges of communication between us 

all often need restoring.  Therein lies the spiritual dimension of our work.  Keeping a sense of perspective is 

essential.   Seeing the humour in situations will ensure that you do not feel the sting too sharply and therefore you 

are more able to keep the balance.  During this keynote Jenny hopes to help you focus on your own emotional, 

social and spiritual intelligence, reactivate your own sense of playfulness and encourage you to laugh at your 

foibles.  Jenny would also love you to leave with a wider vision of what can be achieved if people are kinder to 

themselves and each other. 

The will also be a range of workshops to include: 

 Pupil Resilience and Motivation 

 Running of Vibrant Circle Times to Support Social and Emotional Learning 

 Depression and Worrying Behaviours 

 Understanding, Setting up and Running Groups 

 

About the Speaker 
Jenny is a highly acclaimed author and trainer both in the UK and Internationally.  She has 
worked with governments and advisors on how to create emotionally intelligent schools.  
Jenny taught on a master’s degree for many years at Bristol University supervising a range of 
action research projects on the importance of circletime and building children’s self-esteem.  
She is consultant to an ongoing Quality Circle Time project in India and wrote the circletime 
guidance for SEAD and SEAL.   
 

Details  

Date:    Friday, 21
st
 March 2014 

Time:    9.15am for a prompt 9.30am start until 3.30pm  

Keynote Speaker: Jenny Mosley 

Workshop Facilitators: Jenny Mosley, Sue Bell (Kids Inspire) and Darrell Williams (Specialist Consultant) 
Venue:   The Freight House, Bradley Way, Rochford, Essex SS4 1BU 

Cost:    £110 for SET members - £120 for non-members  

Course Code:  CAR1238 

Information:   Lunch will be provided.  Please Note – parking charges apply at the venue 
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